§ 1. Introduction and Results
Let Q n be the quaternionic quasi-projective space (cf. [11] ). Then it is a 2-connected CW-complex having one 4f-1 dim cell for each i with l<Li<n. It is known that the order of the cokernel of the stable Hurewicz homomorphism h: ^In-i(On)->//in-i(On ; Z) is equal to a(n-l)-(2n-l}\ (see Theorem 3.10), where and throughout the paper a(i) denotes 1 if i is an even integer and 2 if i is an odd integer. Then, for any generator x of the free part of nl n -i(Qn\ the modp Adams filtration F p (x) is less than or equal to u p (a(n-l)-(2n-1)!), where v p (j) denotes the exponent of a prime p in the prime power decomposition of an integer /. Let G Cp) denote the tensor product G®Z (P) for an abelian group G, where Z Cp) is the ring of integers localized at p. Then, one of the results in this note is the following.
Theorem 1. For n^l we have an element x n^n ln-\(Qn)u» which is a generator of the free part and whose mod 2 Adams filtration is equal to u 2 (a(n -1)
In [6] M. C. Crabb and K. Knapp has proved that F p (a r )=v p (r !) for the generator a r of the free part of x s 2r (CP°°\ where CP°° is the complex projective space and a r is the r-fold product of the canonical generator ffe7r|(CP°°) by the #-space structure of CP°°. Theorem 1 is an analogy of their result for the case of the quaternionic quasi-projective space. For the case of an odd prime p, the element q*(a 2n~l }^7ci n -i(Qn}w satisfies the corresponding properties, that is, it is a generator of the free part and satisfies F p (q*(<j znl y)=v p (a(n-l)-(2n-1) !), where q\ ICP zn~l ->Q n is the map canonically defined by the definition of Q n (cf. [20] ).
In [18] D. M. Segal has obtained some results about n%(HP n } by applying the Adams spectral sequence, whose method originated with M. Mahowald [12] , where H'P n denotes the quaternionic projective space. Our proof of Theorem 1 will be done as an application of Segal's method and of Crabb-Knapp's result mentioned above. Then by our method some properties concerned with the Im(/) classes are also shown, which is the second result of this note. To state them, we prepare some notations.
Let lm(J) n be the image of /-homomorphism in 7r 47l _i(S 0 )c 2 This paper is organized as follows: In §2, we show Proposition 2.1, which proves a part of Theorems 2 and 3, and which we need in the proof of Theorem 1. In § 3, WQ prove Theorem 1 by applying the Adams spectral sequences for n s *(CP n ) and n**(Q n }, which also proves a part of Theorems 2 and 3. In §4, we complete the proof of Theorems 2 and 3.
The author thanks K. Morisugi Let ^3: KOw-*KOw be the stable Adams operation on the KO -theory localized at 2, and £0 and kSpin the (-1) and 3 connective cover of #0 respectively. Then we have a lifting <f>: kO^-^kSpin^ of the operation 0 s -1: KOw->KOw, and we define / to be the fiber spectrum of ^. (Cf. [7] , [16] ). Then j is a connected 2-local spectrum, and n*(j) = Z<n. We denote by j\(X) and y*(^0 the reduced homology and cohomology groups of a space X respectively. Then the /-theory is known to be closely related to the /-groups as follows, where hji 7c%(X\n-+ j *(X) is the stable Hurewicz homomorphism. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let c n be the order of />*(*") in kSpin* M (V n )w/ image(^). Then for the case ( i ) and (iii), we have P 2 In this section, we consider the classical Adams spectral sequence [1] converging to 7rl(S°), n s *(CP n } and x s *(Q n ) at a prime 2. Let E^^X) be the E rterm of the Adams spectral sequence based on the ordinary Z/2-coefficient cohomology groups and converging to n*(X)$ §Zz, where Z 2 denotes the ring of 2-adic integers, and let d r : E^X^E^'^^X} be the differential between £ r -terms. Thus, £i^(Z)=Extl' J (#*(Z; Z/2), Z/2), and E S^( X) is the bigraded group associated with the Adams filtration of n%(X} } where A denotes the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. We refer to [17] 
where a(m) denotes the number of 1 in the diadic expansion of m.
Proof. To treat both cases (i) and (ii), we denote by ft the element ia 4m for (i) and ia 4 m+2/2 for (ii) respectively, and by / the integer 4m+l for (i) and 4m +3 for (ii) respectively. First we must show that /3^0 in By (3.4), we have the exact sequence -t £ §' for s=/-2 and t=3l-2. By Theorem 3.1 we have an element *), and so h -a(k) . Thus X satisfies (ii), and we have completed the proof.
Q.E.D.
Next we consider the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence for K*(Qn)-The following lemma can be proved similarly as Lemma 3.6. (
ii) For an even integer n^2, ££-i+4n~2 (Qn)=0 if i^2n, andif i=2n-L
In [9] B. Harris shows that the homotopy group 7c tn -z(Sp(n -iy) of the symplectic group is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order a(n -l)-(2n-1) !, which is a consequence of a result of R. Bott [5] . Hence the degree of <?*: n* n -i(Sp(ny)-+i!: tn -l (Sp(n)/Sp(n -iy)^Z is equal to a(n -l}'(2n-l}\, where q is the canonical quotient map. Let 6 : 7r 4re _i(S/>(H))-»;rJ n -i((? n ) be the homomorphism given by I.M. James (cf. [11] ), and p: Qn^Qn/Qn-i-S* 71 ' 1 denote the collapsing map. Then 0 is an isomorphism onto the free part of K\ n -i(Qn\ and q* is identified with the composition p*°6: n^n-i(Sp(n))-^7i:t n -i(S* n~l ). Thus we have the following theorem which is also shown by several authors (cf. [21] , [14] , [15] ).
Theorem 3.10. Let h: nl n -\(Qn)-*Hin-\(Qn', Z}=Z be the stable Hurewicz homomorphism. Then an element % of xl n -i(Qn) is a generator of the free part if and only if it satisfies h(x)=a(n -l)-(2n -l)\ f where a(i)=l for even i and =2 for odd i.
Let q: ICP^-^Q^ be the map obtained by the symplectification (cf. [20] Proof of Theorem 1. We assume n^2, since the assertion is clear for n=L Let y n^E z(Qn) denote n h\ for odd n^3 and n ho +1 for even n^2, where £= 2n-a(n -l\ Then 3;^ is an element of EJiQ n ) by Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11. Let tfjieTrJn-iCQn) be an element which represents y n . Then the mod 2 Adams filtration of x n is equal to v 2 (a(n -l)-(2n -1) !), and x n is a generator of the free part by Theorem 3.10. Thus we have the desired result. Proof. Let 7 denote a 4n/2 or oun+2/s for &=4n + l or 4n+3 respectively, and assume that 2*7=0 in 7rf*-i(CP*). Then in the above diagram we have an element y^nl k (CP k /S 2 ) satisfying dy=T. Then we can put y=txi+v for some integer t and some torsion element v. By (4.3) we have 2f=2d(tXi+v) =d(tq*(x)+2v-tw)=d(2v-tw), and so f*(2r)=0 in jrl^CCP*-1 ) by (4.2). But 2^ is the non zero element of Im(/), and ^(2^)^=0 by Pro-position 2.1. Thus we have a contradiction, and we conclude 2*7*^0.
Q. E. D.
Similarly, by using Propositions 2.1 and 4.1 (ii), and by considering the analogous diagram for Q n , we have z*(«4m)=?
fc O in Tc s 8m+z (Q Zm +i) and z*(a 4 m+2/s) =0 in 7ri m+6 (Q 2 m+2). Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 3.
